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Brown, James S. The Social Organization of An Isolated Kentucky Mountain Neighborhood. Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard University, 1950. This is a study of the social organization of Beech Creek, an isolated neighborhood of 38 families in the mountains of Kentucky, detailed study of daily life and social relationships.


Buckley, Robert and Don M. Soule. **Family Tax Burden Differences Among Local Areas in Kentucky.** ODS and BR, October, 1971.


Burkett, W. Keigh and James F. Thompson. **Low Incomes of Rural People, the Nature and Extent of the Problem in a South Central Kentucky Area.** KAESB 697, 1965. 52 p. Data from Bourbon, Cumberland, Hart, Metcalfe, Monroe Counties.


Cain, Stephen R. **Cooperation in Appalachia - An Examination of Interpersonal Relationships and Cooperative Change in a Mountain Hollow Neighborhood.** Masters Thesis, University of Kentucky, 1970.


Caldwell, Morris G. "Adjustments of Mountain Families in an Urban Environment", *Social Forces*, 16 (389-895), 1938. Sample consists of 57 mountain families from 26 mountain counties in Eastern and Southeastern Kentucky who have moved to Lexington, Kentucky.


Christiansen, John R. *Participation of Rural Families with School Age Children in the Purchase Area of Western Kentucky*. KAESB 629, 1955. 18 p.


Craig, Ronald B. *Forestry and the Economic Life of Knott County, Kentucky.* KAESB 326, 1932. 39 p.


Donohew, Lewis. "Communication and Readiness for Change in an Appalachian County", *Journalism Quarterly,* 44 (679-687) No. 4, Fall, 1967.


Gustafson, R. O. *Forest Fires, Basal Wounds, and Resulting Damage to Timber in an Eastern Kentucky Area.* KAESB 493, 1946.

Gustafson, R. O. *Opportunities for Private Forest Enterprise in Eastern Kentucky.* KAES Station Circular 60, 1946.


Hochstrasser, Donald L. "It's all out war on TB in an Appalachian County", National Tuberculosis Association Bulletin, Volume 52-1: pp. 3-8, January 1966.


Justice, Dewey J. *A Study of the Opinions of Various Classes of People to Pike County's Medical Facilities*. Masters Thesis, University
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Larson, O.F. "Wartime Migration and the Manpower Reserve on Farms in Eastern Kentucky", Rural Sociology, 8 (141-161), 1943.


Magill, John. Pioneer to the Kentucky Emigrant. A Brief Topographical and Historical Description of the State of Kentucky, to Which are Added Some Original Verses by John Magill, edited, with an introduction by Thomas D. Clark, Lexington, University of Kentucky, 1942.


Mason, Marie. Rural Family Health in a Selected County in Kentucky. KAESB 538, 1949. 46 p. Powell County (Appeared in 1948 as a thesis at University of Kentucky.)


Murphy, Ottis. Attitudes and Social Characteristics of Vocational Rehabilitation Referrals. Bureau of School Service, 1967. 86 p. A study of differences among groups of referrals who were accepted, who were denied, or who themselves rejected services of vocational rehabilitation in 39 counties of Eastern Kentucky.

Murphy, Ottis. The Knox County Economic Opportunity Anti-Poverty Arts and Crafts Store Project. N.P., 1968. 60 p. (Community Action in Appalachia, Unit 10).


Oyler, Merton D. Cost of Living and Population Trends in Laurel County, Kentucky. KAESB 301, 1930.

Oyler, Merton D. Community and Neighborhood Groupings in Knott County, Kentucky. KAESB 366, 1936.


Oyler, Merton D. Fertility Rates and Migration of Kentucky Population, 1920-1940, as Related to Communication, Income and Education. KAESB 469, 1944. 43 p.


Pearsall, Marion. "Some Behavioral Factors in the Control of Tuberculosis in a Rural County", *American Review of Respiratory Diseases,* 85 (200-210), 1962. Study made in Leslie County, Kentucky.


Street, Paul, et. al. *Community Action in Appalachia*. A report in 13 manuscript volumes of a study of "Community Action Programs" in the "War on poverty" in Knox County, Kentucky, Bureau of School Services, 1968. The study was conducted by an interdisciplinary team directed by Paul Street of the Bureau of School Service, under contract #693 between the University of Kentucky Research Foundation and the Office of Economic Opportunity, 1965-1968, and conducted by the Center for Developmental Change.


Welsh, Kenneth S. "Initiating Community Health Development in an Appalachian County", American Journal of Public Health, 58 (1162-1172) July, 1968. A cooperative venture by the U.S. Public Health Service, the Kentucky State Department of Health, The University of Kentucky Department of Community Medicine, and the Rowan County Board of Health to attempt to develop a system of Modern Comprehensive Community Health Services in Rowan County, Kentucky.


